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Otterbein College DEBUNKIFY Written Plan
Revised January 2, 2008

SITUATION: 

More than 200 Otterbein College undergraduate students were surveyed on aspects of stand
and DEBUNKIFY brand awareness, tobacco use, understanding of cultural infiltration concepts 
and attitudes and perceptions surrounding tobacco in October 2007. The survey results revealed 
that while a large majority of Otterbein students were aware of the stand (more than 85 percent) 
and DEBUNKIFY (more than 90 percent) brands, students were not familiar with the term tobacco 
modeling, a cultural infiltration concept that affects college students at Otterbein College on 
personal levels. 

The survey revealed that while less than 20 percent of Otterbein students have heard of tobacco 
modeling, many believed their tobacco behaviors, good or bad, influence the people they love 
and that modeling tobacco behaviors after of others has consequences.

As explained in our research evaluation, Otterbein students thrive on involvement outside of the 
classroom because of the college’s small campus size, academic programs, social clubs and 
athletic organizations. Through our focus group, it was evident that many students feel the 
pressures of tobacco modeling through their personal cliques. As a result, the OC PRoject U 
team has promising opportunity to impact Otterbein students with its OC DEBUNKIFY “just be 
you.” campaign. 

Our campaign will target all Otterbein College undergraduate students with the same messages. 
Our research revealed little differences between freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors in 
regards to stand and DEBUNKIFY brand awareness, tobacco modeling awareness, tobacco use 
and attitudes and perceptions surrounding tobacco use. 

The OC PRoject U “just be you.” campaign will primarily focus on generating awareness about 
the tobacco modeling concept and driving students to debunkify.com/oc, encouraging them to 
learn about the stand and DEBUNKIFY messages on their own. Last year’s OC DEBUNKIFY 
“Pass It On” campaign generated great awareness about the DEBUNKIFY brand. Now, the OC 
PRoject U team is presented with the challenge and opportunity to take stand and DEBUNKIFY 
awareness one step further towards encouraging students to take action against smoking 
tobacco.

OBJECTIVES: 

 Increase awareness of the DEBUNKIFY brand among Otterbein College undergraduate 
students by 3 percent

 Increase awareness of the stand brand among Otterbein College undergraduate 
students by 5 percent

 Increase awareness of the term tobacco modeling among Otterbein College 
undergraduate students by 10 percent

 Get 465 hits at debunkify.com/oc (15 percent of Otterbein College undergraduate student 
population)
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STRATEGIES: 

Strategies:

 Hold numerous events interacting with students to consistently reinforce the OC 
DEBUNKIFY and stand messages and create familiarity with the campaign

 Educate students about tobacco modeling through face-to-face communication where 
they live, work and play

 Spark and invite dialogue to drive students to debunkify.com/oc via promotional materials
 Develop social and electronic media that provide students with individual access to 

information about stand, DEBUNKIFY and tobacco modeling
 Deliver messages that encourage students to make their own choices about tobacco use
 Partner with established campus groups to expose students to the stand and 

DEBUNKIFY messages

TACTICS:

Slogan
Strategy: Deliver messages that encourage students to make their own choices about tobacco 
use

This year’s OC DEBUNKIFY campaign will focus on the concept of tobacco modeling. According 
to the Otterbein College 2007 DEBUNKIFY survey, less than 20 percent of Otterbein students 
have heard of the concept tobacco modeling. In response, the OC PRoject U team has 
developed a slogan that encourages students to make decisions that are right for them as an 
individual and encourages students to “just be you.”

Through a focus group discussion, results of the 2006-2007 OC DEBUNKIFY campaign and 
dialogue with Otterbein students, it was evident that students desired messages that were more 
liberal than straightforward. As a result, we created the slogan ‘be sexy. be cool. just be you.’ The 
slogan will serve as the theme for our campaign. Our message suggests that you can be sexy 
and cool by making decisions, specifically tobacco decisions, that fit who you are as an individual. 

 The slogan, along with Otterbein’s Web site logo and stand logo, will appear on all 
promotional materials, Web site, Facebook group and additional OC DEBUNKIFY
messages

 The slogan aims to not only educate students about the concept of tobacco modeling, but 
encourages them to take action on decisions that are in their control 

Grassroots Marketing
Strategy: Educate students about tobacco modeling through face-to-face communication where 
they live, work and play

Strategy: Hold numerous events interacting with students to consistently reinforce the OC
DEBUNKIFY and stand messages and create familiarity with the campaign

Strategy: Spark and invite dialogue to drive students to debunkify.com/oc via promotional 
materials

Face-to-face communication is proven to be the most effective means of communication. 
Additionally, audiences are more likely to accept messages that are consistent and repetitive.  
The OC PRoject U team will host five grassroots marketing events over the course of the 
campaign to educate students about the tobacco modeling concept, distribute promotional 
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materials that expose students to DEBUNKIFY messages and drive students to 
debunkify.com/oc. 

The grassroots marketing events will be held at various high-traffic locations on Otterbein 
College’s campus to reach a variety of students. While the grassroots events are similar to one 
another, the goal is to reach the breadth and depth of our campus by holding these events at 
various locations to reach a variety of students.

According to Otterbein College’s 2007 DEBUNKIFY survey results, only 18 percent of Otterbein 
students have heard of the concept “tobacco modeling.” It is our goal to create dialogue with 
students surrounding the tobacco modeling concept and encourage them to visit our Web site to 
learn more about the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign. 

According to Otterbein College’s 2007 DEBUNKIFY survey results, nearly 70 percent of students 
said they would consider, or felt neutral, about participating in an anti-tobacco student group on 
campus. Therefore, OC PRoject U team members will encourage students to visit the Web site 
and get involved in the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign by attending events and 
encouraging their friends to get involved in our campaign.

Each grassroots marketing event will include:

 An OC DEBUNKIFY informational table set up at the various high-traffic locations on 
campus. The debunkify.com/oc banner will hang from the table

 A laptop computer to project debunkify.com/oc on a screen, allowing students to explore 
the Web site and make comments or ask questions regarding our campaign

 Two painted, free-standing cardboard silhouettes at each grassroots event bearing 
statements about tobacco modeling and encouraging students to “just be you.”

 An OC DEBUNKIFY fashion shoot encouraging students to pledge “I am a non-smoker”. 
A vinyl banner with the words printed “I am a non-smoker” and the OC DEBUNKIFY logo 
will hang from a free-standing frame. OC PRoject U members will encourage students to 
get their picture taken by an OC Project U team member with a digital camera. The 
names of the students will be taken down. OC PRoject U team members will load the 
pictures onto the Web site within the paparazzi page. The students will be e-mailed a link 
to the page via their Otterbein e-mail. The first 150 students to participate in the photo 
shoot will be given an orange OC DEBUNKIFY branded drawstring bag

 Promotional items including OC DEBUNKIFY T-shirts and OC DEBUNKIFY packs of gum 
distributed to students to drive them to debunkify.com/oc

 OC PRoject U team members to be at hand to distribute postcard sized handouts 
including information about tobacco modeling, the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” logo, 
stand logo and list details of upcoming events

 An OC PRoject U team member will recruit students to star in a cumulative documentary
discussing how they are a model to others. Through our focus group, it was evident that 
tobacco modeling does exist at Otterbein College. In an attempt to educate students 
about the tobacco modeling concept, the OC PRoject U team will encourage students to 
relate tobacco modeling to personal experiences and share them with others through our 
documentary.

At events including grassroots events, OC’s Next Top Model and OC Red Carpet Affair, a 
personal, DVD camcorder belonging to one of the PRoject U team members will capture 
students engaging in events, asking questions about the campaign and talking about 
tobacco modeling. 

An OC PRoject U member will randomly choose students at the events and ask them 
specific questions about tobacco modeling. A random sample is necessary to ensure an 
effective evaluation of tobacco modeling at Otterbein College. Questions will include:
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- Have you heard of tobacco modeling?
- Do you consider yourself a model to others?
- Have you modeled your behaviors off of others?
- Have you ever been a position where you felt the need to smoke because 

other people were doing it? If so, what did you do?

The documentary will be posted on youtube.com towards the end of our campaign to 
show students that tobacco modeling does exist at Otterbein College. Also, this 
documentary will be used as qualitative evaluation for the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” 
campaign. 

Grassroots Event 1: OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” Campaign Kick-off

This event will mark the beginning of the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign. The goal of 
this grassroots event is to drive students to debunkify.com/oc and introduce students to “tobacco 
modeling”. 

 Will be held in the Campus Center, a primary traffic location on campus 
 Event will include all general grassroots marketing tactics
 OC PRoject U team members will chalk the sidewalks with debunkify.com/oc and “be 

sexy. be cool. just be you.” messages (weather permitting)
 OC PRoject U team members will paint “the rock” with OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” 

slogan if the rock has not been painted in the past 48 hours

Grassroots Event 2: OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” Campaign Awareness 

This event will be used to generate awareness about the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” 
campaign, promote OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model event and encourage groups and 
organizations to become involved in the OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model. 

 Will be held in Roush Hall, a primary academic building on campus
 Event will include all general grassroots marketing tactics

Grassroots Event 3: OC DEBUNKIFY at Otterbein vs. Capital Men’s Basketball Game
Strategy: Partner with established campus groups to expose students to the stand and 
DEBUNKIFY messages

While event attendance is generally low at sporting events at Otterbein College, many students 
attend the longtime rival, Otterbein vs. Capital, basketball game.

 Event will include all general grassroots marketing tactics
 Event will be held at the Rike Center, Otterbein’s athletic facility 

Grassroots Event 4: OC DEBUNKIFY presence at Otterbein College Health Fair 2008
Strategy: Partner with established campus groups to expose students to the stand and 
DEBUNKIFY messages

The annual Otterbein College Health Fair encourages students to learn about campus and local 
health facilities, topics and opportunities. 

 Event will include all general grassroots marketing tactics
 Additional handouts providing information about the effects of smoking will be provided 
 Event will be held in the Otterbein Campus Center during prime dinner hours

Grassroots Event 5: OC DEBUNKIFY celebrates Kick Butts Day
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The OC DEBUNKIFY campaign will conclude with the OC PRoject U team celebrating Kick Butts 
Day on Wednesday, April 2, 2007. 

 Event will include all general grassroots marketing tactics
 Event will be held in Roush Hall, an academic building that generates plenty of 

lowerclassmen and upperclassmen students during afternoon hours 

Facebook
Strategy: Develop social and electronic media that provide students with individual access to 
information about DEBUNKIFY and tobacco modeling

Facebook, an online social networking utility, is largely used by college students throughout the 
United States. More than 2,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are members on the 
Otterbein College network. Positive and negative messages surrounding tobacco and smoking 
exist on Facebook through researching interests, groups and topics discussed. Therefore, OC’s 
PRoject U team will utilize Facebook as a networking tool to create strong, positive messages 
about the tobacco modeling concept, drive students to debunkify.com/oc and invite students to 
upcoming OC DEBUNKIFY events. 

 An OC DEBUNKIFY Facebook profile will be created with information about the 
campaign, in which all students will have the opportunity to access and befriend

 Pictures will be posted on the OC DEBUNKIFY profile page
 Students will be able to create dialogue concerning the DEBUNKIFY campaign on the 

dialogue wall
 Events will be posted on the profile page and all students will be extended an invitation
 An OC DEBUNKIFY Facebook group will be created by an OC PRoject U member
 All Otterbein College students will be invited to join the group
 Students will be able to create dialogue concerning the DEBUNKIFY campaign on the 

group discussion board
 Pictures from each OC DEBUNKIFY event will be posted on the OC DEBUNKIFY 

Facebook group page
 The Facebook group will invite students to every OC DEBUNKIFY event
 A link to debunkify.com/oc will be posted on the OC DEBUNKIFY Facebook group

Since an OC DEBUNKIFY Facebook profile page allows users to comment about the “just be 
you.” campaign and the stand and DEBUNKIFY brands, it is necessary to take action against any 
comments that seem offensive or threatening toward OC PRoject U members or the OC 
DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign. Opinions, both positive and negative will be accepted as 
long as they do not seem offensive or threatening. As a result, the account supervisor will be 
responsible for checking the Facebook wall postings daily. If an offensive or threatening comment
is posted, the account supervisor will consult the interactive manager. If both team members 
agree the comment is offensive or threatening, the comment will be deleted from the site. 

Web Site 
Strategy: Develop social and electronic media that provide students with individual access to 
information about stand, DEBUNKIFY and tobacco modeling

The Internet is an accessible and powerful way to disseminate a message. It is a method that 
provides quick, in-depth information for people to access individually. A debunkify.com/oc Web 
site will be created for students to obtain extensive information about the OC DEBUNKIFY 
campaign. The Web site will be interactive and consistently updated to encourage students to 
continually visit and obtain more information. The Web site will also embody the theme of 
modeling to keep it in sync with the rest of the OC DEBUNKIFY campaign.
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 The debunkify.com/oc homepage will keep visitors up-to-date with OC DEBUNKIFY 
events and updates in the “What’s Hot!” sidebar. The sidebar will also provide a link to 
the OC DEBUNKIFY e-mail address and to the Facebook profile. Tobacco modeling will 
be explained on the homepage to give visitors direct access to information about tobacco 
modeling. The “be sexy. be cool. just be you.” slogan will be displayed on the page to 
create familiarity with the campaign

 A “Paparazzi” page will be created to display images and pictures from OC DEBUNKIFY 
events and links to YouTube.com videos

 A “Blog Your Gossip” page will be updated at every Monday and Thursday by different 
Project U team members to create different perspectives and provide a personal view 
about OC DEBUNKIFY, DEBUNKIFY, stand, tobacco modeling, personal stories and 
current trends. Visitors will also have the ability to post questions and comments on the 
blog page. They will also have access to old blogs at all times. 

 Students will have the opportunity to win prizes, such as gift cards, movie passes and 
tickets through an enter-to-win contest by entering on the “And the Winner is…” page. 
Winners will randomly be picked bi-weekly on Wednesdays starting January 23. In order 
to be entered in the contest students must answer a question pertaining to tobacco 
modeling, role models or “just being you.”  Listed are the prizes and questions for each 
contest:

-January 23: $25 Easton Towne Center Gift Certificate: Easton has many 
delicious restaurants that are now smoke-free because of the smoking ban. In 
one sentence tell us how the smoking ban has affected you!
-February 6: $30 Columbus Blue Jackets Ticket Voucher: Many people view 
athletes as role models. In one sentence tell us who your sports role model is 
and why!
-February 20: $20 Polaris Fashion Place Gift Certificate: This certificate can be 
used to help you express yourself. In one sentence tell us how your style defines 
who you are!
-March 5: $15 Rave Motion Pictures Gift Certificate: Movie stars are always in 
the spotlight and many people look up to them. In one sentence tell us who your 
famous role model is and why!
-April 2: $25 Easton Towne Center Gift Certificate: “Kick Butts Day” is almost 
here! In one sentence tell us how you’re “kicking butts!”

 A “PRoject U Entourage” page will have information about PRoject U and the OC 
DEBUNKIFY PRoject U team for visitors to access information about the competition and 
create familiarity with the team

 Media and visitors will be able to access fact sheets and press releases through the 
“Meet the Press” page

 Every other week starting the week of Jan. 13, 2008 a student will be featured on the 
“Spotlight” page. The page will include a photo of the student with quotes explaining why 
he or she is a role model or models somebody else and his or her perspectives on 
modeling and tobacco modeling. Team members will use their best judgment to pick 
prominent role models on Otterbein’s campus. For example, we will be spotlighting the 
2007 Otterbein homecoming king and queen

 Links to otpf.org, standonline.org and debunkify.com will be provided on 
debunkify.com/oc for visitors to access more information about tobacco use in Ohio, the 
stand brand and the DEBUNKIFY campaign 

OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model 
Strategy: Educate students about tobacco modeling through face-to-face communication where 
they live, work and play

Strategy: Spark and invite dialogue to drive students to debunkify.com/oc via promotional 
materials
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Strategy: Partner with established campus groups to expose students to the stand and 
DEBUNKIFY messages

The OC Project U team will host its second annual DEBUNKIFY fashion show, this year named 
“OC’s Next Top Model,” at Otterbein College. In 2007, Otterbein College’s DEBUNKIFY 
campaign hosted 10 campus organizations and more than 50 Otterbein students at its 
DEBUNKIFY Fashion Show. The organizations involved were receptive of the messages and the 
fashion show was a great success. OC’s PRoject U team hopes to increase campus involvement.

As stated in our research evaluation, Otterbein students thrive on involvement outside of the 
classroom through academic programs, social clubs and athletic organizations. Within these 
organizations, the modeling concept is prominent since many individuals model the behaviors of 
leaders or key members in groups to be accepted, fit in or become involved in the organization. 
For example, through our focus group research, one student said as a senior soccer team 
member she sees that her actions and attitudes affect the younger players. 

This event will involve organizations on campus displaying the OC DEBUNKIFY brand through 
creative interpretations, encouraging Otterbein College groups to embrace the “tobacco 
modeling” concept. 

The OC’s Next Top Model will follow the outline below:
- Fashion show lineup will be randomly picked prior to the event. All 

organization representatives will be notified what number they are in the 
lineup

- First, the emcee will announce the organization’s name. The representative, 
prior to the event, will submit a paragraph describing how he or she is a 
positive tobacco role model. The paragraph will be proofread by the OC 
PRoject U account supervisor to ensure it is acceptable for the DEBUNKIFY 
brand. 

- Second, the emcee will read the organization’s paragraph
- Third, the emcee will conduct a brief “interview session” with the 

representative. Each representative will be given one question. The response 
to the question will be a part of the judging criteria. Questions will include:

o How are you a model to students at Otterbein College?
o How do your tobacco habits affect your friends?
o How do you make tobacco use decisions that truly reflect who you 

are?

 Invitations to participate in the fashion show will be extended to all campus groups. 
Members of the OC Project U team will personally contact and visit various organizations 
during their meeting time and give them details of the event

 All students will be invited to OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model through invitations 
passed out during previous events

 This event will also use promotional tactics such as: posters, handouts, campus wide e-
mails, Otterbein’s Intranet, Facebook, debunkify.com/oc and Tan & Cardinal advertising.

 The fashion show will be held in Otterbein’s Campus Center, a high traffic area for 
students. A stage with a runway will be surrounded by chairs for student spectators. 
Three student emcees will host the event and it will be videotaped by Otterbein’s 
television station WOCC-TV3

 The Campus Center will be decorated with a red carpet for the runway, lined with rope 
lights. A screen backdrop will be the focal point behind the runway, playing a slideshow of 
various “models” throughout society. There will also be a black changing curtain for the 
models to walk out from behind with a DEBUNKIFY banner fastened to it. Two free 
standing cardboard models will intermingle with the students, bearing various tobacco 
modeling statements. Orange and black balloons will also be used for decoration
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 A chocolate fondue fountain with various fruits will be catered by Bon Appétit and 
beverages

 Prizes will be awarded to the top three organizations by a panel of judges representing 
the areas of fashion, creativity and entertainment

 Prizes consist of $200, $100 and $50 for the top three organizations
 Press releases will be sent to media contacts within the school, including the Tan and 

Cardinal, Otterbein’s newspaper, WOCC-TV3, Otterbein’s television station, and WOBN, 
Otterbein’s radio station. Local media contacted will include: Westerville News and Public 
Opinion, Westerville’s daily news, as well as televisions news stations: WCMH (NBC), 
WBNS (CBS), WSYX (ABC), WTTE (FOX), and Ohio News Network (ONN)

OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet Affair 
Strategy: Deliver messages that encourage students to make their own choices about tobacco 
use

Strategy: Spark and invite dialogue to drive students to debunkify.com/oc via promotional 
materials

The OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” Campaign will conclude with OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet 
Affair at a local campus hot spot, The Old Bag of Nails Pub. All students will be invited to this 
event to celebrate the freedom of being an individual and choosing to smoke based on their own 
decisions, not because they are modeling someone else. 

 All Otterbein College students will be invited to the event through personal invitations 
handed out during the previous events, on Facebook and the Web site

 This event will also use promotional tactics such as: posters, handouts, campus wide e-
mails, Otterbein’s Intranet, Facebook, debunkify.com/oc and Tan & Cardinal advertising.

 The third floor of the restaurant will be reserved and will be decorated with free standing 
cardboard models bearing smoking facts, orange and black balloons and covered tables. 
The red carpet will again be utilized to hit home the idea of modeling. 

 Light appetizers and soda will be provided
 A campus D.J. from Sphinx fraternity has volunteered to entertain the event. While the 

D.J. will not be hired based on his / her choice to smoke, the account supervisor will 
ensure he / she does not smoke in or around the event

 The D.J. will be given a list of DEBUNKIFY talking points to endorse the DEBUNKIFY 
and stand brands and the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign. These talking points 
will be given to Northlich to review prior to the event. 

 Attendees will receive a party bag when leaving the event, filled with DEBUNKIFY 
promotional materials  such as t-shirts and packs of gum with OC DEBUNKIFY label to 
drive students to debunkify.com/oc and learn more about the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be 
you.” campaign

 While the Old Bag of Nails Pub does sell alcohol, alcohol will not be promoted before, 
during or after our event or associated with the DEBUNKIFY brand. Additionally, the Old 
Bag of Nails Pub checks the ID’s of all students and the OC PRoject U team will ensure 
this is enforced. Alcohol will not be promoted for the OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet 
Affair. 

Media Buy:

Facebook: 
Facebook provides an opportunity to purchase social ads that run on the social networking Web 
site. Ads will be purchased in conjunction with other Facebook tactics to make our message 
available to students who have not yet taken the initiative to obtain OC DEBUNKIFY information 
on Facebook. Facebook enables us to choose our own specified audience that directly relates to 
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the objectives of the OC DUBUNKIFY “just be you.” campaign, therefore social ads will target all 
freshman through senior Otterbein students ages 18-24.

The debunkify.com/oc ad, both OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model ads and the OC 
DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet Affair ad will run for a total of 37 days, with a limit of 5,000 
impressions a day. There are approximately 2,040 students in our targeted audience on 
Facebook; therefore the 5,000 impression limit is equivalent to each student seeing the ad at 
least twice a day.

 A social ad will be purchased and created on Facebook to promote debunkify.com/oc to 
generate awareness and drive Otterbein students to the Web site. The ad will run the first 
two weeks of the OC DEBUNKIFY “just be you.” Campaign

 A created and purchased social ad on Facebook will encourage student organizations to 
sign up and participate in OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model. The ad will run two weeks 
prior to the event for one week

 To invite students to attend OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model a social ad will be 
purchased and created on Facebook and run one week prior to the event

 A social ad will be purchased and created on Facebook and be posted one week prior to 
the event to invite students to attend OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet Affair

 To celebrate Kick Butts Day and inform students about the holiday and Web site a social 
ad will run on Facebook on April 2, 2007.

 Facebook will send daily notifications of the number of impressions received from 
Otterbein students for us to evaluate our objectives

 All social ads will include the campaign logo and Web site link to maintain familiarity and 
association with the OC DEBUNKIFY campaign

Otterbein Tan & Cardinal 
The Otterbein Tan & Cardinal (T&C) newspaper is an integral part of our media buys because it is 
the only media outlet at Otterbein College that accepts paid advertisements. It is also recognized 
as the number one Otterbein media outlet and reaches more than 1,000 students.

 A “just be you.” half page advertisement explaining tobacco modeling and OC 
DEBUNKIFY will kick off the campaign by running the first week in the T&C

 A half page advertisement for OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model in the T&C will run one 
week before the event to encourage students to attend and participate

 The “just be you.” half page advertisement will run again in the T&C in the middle of the 
campaign to reinforce our message and sustain familiarity with Otterbein students

 A “Smoke Capital” half page advertisement in the T&C will run before the Otterbein vs. 
Capital game to build enthusiasm about OC DEBUNKIFY’s involvement with the game

 To promote OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet Affair a half page advertisement will run in the 
T&C encouraging students to attend

 All advertisements will include the “just be you.” logo and debunkify.com/oc Web site to 
constantly encourage students to seek more information about OC DEBUNKIFY

TIMELINE
 Attached 

DEBUNKIFY.COM/OC TIMELINE
 Attached 

BUDGET
 Attached 

CREATIVE MATERIALS
 Attached 
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The OC PRoject U team plans to evaluate the success of its campaign by:
Quantitative: 

 Distributing more than 200 baseline surveys distributed prior to implementation to all 
Otterbein College undergraduate students through a campus-wide e-mail

 Measure the success of the objective “increase a combined awareness of the 
DEBUNKIFY and stand brands among Otterbein College undergraduate students by 5 
percent” through the baseline survey

 Measure the success of the objective “increase a combined awareness of the 
DEBUNKIFY and stand brands among Otterbein College students by 5 percent” through 
the baseline survey

 Measure the success of our objective “Get 465 hits at debunkify.com/oc (15 percent of 
Otterbein College student population)” through analyzing how many Web site hits 
debunkify.com/oc received 

 Track media impressions
 Track impressions through calculating distribution numbers of promotional materials, 

Facebook group members, event attendees and event participants
 Facebook social ad impressions

Qualitative:
 Photographs from all events
 Video coverage from events
 Documentation of students responses throughout campaign 

Our expected outcomes include:
 More than 500 OC DEBUNKIFY handouts distributed
 More than 465 Web site hits on debunkify.com/oc 
 Garner 25,000 media impressions
 At least 350 Otterbein students reached through OC DEBUNKIFY grassroots events
 At least 100 students attend OC DEBUNKIFY’s Red Carpet Affair
 At least 75 students attend OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model 
 At least 15 organizations participate in OC DEBUNKIFY’s Next Top Model
 At least 2 stories published in the T&C about the OC DEBUNKIFY campaign
 At least 2 stories covered by WOCC-TV about the OC DEBUNKIFY campaign
 At least 1 story published by a Columbus media outlet about the OC DEBUNKIFY 

campaign
 At least 1,500 students reached through the OC DEBUNKIFY “Just Be You” campaign 


